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Finding Nemo: deep in the heart ofTexas
by Hannah Frank

just about everywhere of any

limits.

interest to go in Erath, Hood,

on the same road - the only

Three city limits signs

This needs a little some

and Somervell. It was not un

sign I've seen for Richardson

thing. Not that nostalgia is

til I began driving there myself

is the one on Frankford, on

bad-it is actually good in this

that I began to fall in love with

the way back from Wal-Mart.

case-but this really isn't say

taking the backroads-and to

You will know that you are

ing much about the towns. It

take notice of the curiously

nearing Glen Rose when you

sounds like a quirky set of di

named towns that speckle this

see a road sign for the towns

rections. Just add some more

tri-county area.

story content and observa
tions and it will be fine.
When you have a large

My

grandparents

of Rainbow and Nemo. Rain
cur

bow is straight ahead and

rently live in Glen Rose, the

Nemo is to your left though

seat of Texas: smallest county,

there is nothing special to in

family, spread out over a state

Somervell. Glen Rose's claim

dicate you are passing through

the size ofTexas, it is not that

to fame is the set of dinosaur

these oddly-named places. I

unusual to do a lot of driving

tracks th)l.t were found in the

found Nemo last time I visitea

over the holidays. Even so, I

bed of the Paluxy River ear

my grandma-trust me, the

found my total holiday mile

lier in the twentieth century.

movie is much more interest

age of 2700 to be rather dis

Other than visiting Dinosaur

ing. If you are feeling particu

tressing. I spent quite a few

Valley State Park and Fossil

larly adventurous, you might

hours on the road in the past

Rim Wildlife Park, there re

seek to'find a town labeled on

month and a half, going to

ally isn't that much to do. The

my map as Fort Spunky: It is

river. Just relax and remember

sugar instead of corn syrup, it

Morn's, going to Dad's, going

drive there, on the other hand,

north of Glen Rose, just north

how far you are from school.

has a subtle difference in taste

to Grandma's-it seemed like

can be quite entertaining.

of the Hood County line.

everyone needed me to pay
them a visit.

illustration by Walter Voit

Glen Rose's neighbors to

from Dr. Pepper in the main

US-67 runs straight from

When you finally reach

the west are slightly more

Dallas to Glen Rose, 75 miles

stream. You are only supposed

Glen Rose, make sure to ob

famous. Stephenville is· not

to be able to buy it in a thirty

My grandma's family has

southwest, and you're there.

serve the posted speed lim

too far of£ It is the home of

mile radius of Dublin, but just

inhabited the same general

Soon after you pass I-35W,

its-it changes and I always

Tarleton State University, my

in case you decide that a trip

area of Texas for well over a

you will come to Cleburne,

forget to slow down. If you

grandma's alma mater. And of

to the area is not in your fu

century. Ever heard of Hood

Texas. Not that you can see

find that you are not in the

course, there is Dublin, Texas.

ture, you can buy a six-pack of

great-great

it from the road, but there

mood for dinosaurs or strange

This is the birthplace of a true

glass bottles at our local Cen

grandmother was a member of

are three signs to tell you that

wildlife, you may wish to take

Texas delicacy, Dublin Dr.

tral Market.

the Hood family. I have been

you've reached this town's city

a stroll downtown or along the

Pepper. Made with pure cane

County?

My

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:

Welcome to America, the

come a part of another system
at your local recycling center.

The closest recycling cen

They don't need to be bagged;

recycled. Every aluminum can

ter is off Cottonwood Drive,

just put them in two separate

we throw away increases the

I'm not a tree hugger or

about 5 minutes away. From

boxes, take them to the re

cost of manufacturing new

Captain Planet; I just want

campus, take Campbell west

cycling center about once a

cans, and

other aluminum

to let my children and my

and turn left onto Coit. Take

month, and dump them in to

products such as automobiles

Don't get me wrong, I love

children's children enjoy the

a left on Beltline, and then a

their respective containers.

and planes.

land of disposable everything.
it. You can use something once

American dream of throwing

quick left onto Cottonwood

This may not seem like a

So, from one lazy man to

and not have to worry about it

something away when they're

(you'll see a blue ·sign that

big deal, but think about how

another, lift a finger to keep

breaking or getting dirty.

done with it.

says Recycling Center.) Mter

much paper is wasted on the

America cheap and lazy. Your

I realize that not all of you

you've turned, you'll see an

fiyers on your door, the junk

children will thank you.

is a true blessing to be able to

want to go through the trou

other blue sign and you'll be

you receive in the mail, or the

use something once and then

ble of learning the recycling

there. There are two contain

papers you get in your classes.

In our busy (or lazy) lives, it

Carter McClung

throw it away. However, if you

system here in Richardson, so

ers -:: one for paper goods,

Every bottle we throw away

Senior

enjoy this wonderful system as

I will give you one less excuse

and one for non-paper (plas

takes a million years to decom

Interdisciplinary Studies

much as I do, you should be-

to not go recycle.

tic, aluminum, glass and tin.)

pose, when it could be easily
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hat in God's name?

"Our [Fath.er, God, Goddess,
Jehovah, Allah, divine deity,
nothing] ·who art in heaven,
hallowed be thy name(s)."

Long before the Scopes trial,

by Bree Szostek
has

by the city elders for corrupting

!aye an i portant
�
part m soc1ety, gov

the Athenian youths by ques

W

ile

?

religion

Socrates was sentenced to death

ernment, and the human experi

ence 'for thousands of years, its

presence in the world today has

become more taboo than tra
ditional. Believing is no longer
enough fo� some diehard Chris-.

tians. The question is when did

bringing people the "good news"

tioning the city's form of poly
theism. Much closer to our time,

Nietzsche concluded that "God
is dead,"Hitler waged a personal
war against the Jews, and Mad

eline O'Hare set off on a nation
al crusade to "liberate" schools

from teacher-led prayer.

The point remains that, in

start pushing them away from

stead of acting as unifying forc

in the Word itself, but _in the

have drawn a line in the sand,

God? The problem does not lie

way we say it. It would seem ob

vious that forcing religion into
people's lives only makes them
less receptive, but this seems to
be lost on many fanatical evan

gelists.

Throughout history, the tran

es, some of religion's messengers
adopting harsh methods to force

crowd and their target audience.
Of course it should be noted

that while the term "witnessing"
is most often is associated with

certain sects of Christianity, this
phenomena is not limited to an
individual faith, nor is it only
present in this religion. This

gone out with the trends of

first-hand with injustice, loss,

good moral life is the best way

and the realization that not all
prayers are answered, such faith

rMaybe it's-
religions; it just appears more
best that, if we
pronounced in many Christian
truly want to
denominations and-thus serves
((
"
as the example.
save
sou1s, we
While spreading the word (be
it English, Hebrew, or .&abic)
consider our
is crucial to the.survival of any ....
faith, the ability of each indi
own first.
,;
alienation through uninvited ed

vidual soul to question and seek

corner stone of long-lasting and
deep-running relationship with
whatever deity it chooses. Blind
faith only lasts so long. W hile

most Christians are taught to

development hellfire

ty, war, and inhumanity our race

is capable of, or when we deal

ucation can be present in many

answers in its own time is the

world's

and-brimstone witnessing has

does not come so easily.
Perhaps a discussion, an ex

planation, or just consolation to
these people would be more ef
fective than sbmeone approach

ing them and shoving the Bible,

ages past. The idea of living a

to remind people that there is

a god (which one is immate

rial) working within us. Perhaps

these more extreme actions and
.words, while essential to con
version, only serv.e to polarize
society into hostile slices when
overuseci.
The

bottom

line

is

that

people hate being told they are

wrong. The idea that someone
else's system· is more correct is

never an easy one to palate. It's

immensely more grating when
your alleged error condemns you

to an afterlife of eternal punish

ment, and bitterer still when the
very same sacred text is used to
one faith to disprove another.

Maybe it's best that, if we truly

"heretics, sinners, and goats" to

"...go up on a high mountain and

Torah, or Qy'ran in their hands

want to "save" souls, we consider

ery step these fervent evangelists

40:9, Today's English Version)

what they believe or why they

others when the help is needed,

come or successful method of

Forcing a faith on someone

cross to the "right" side. For ev

push bystanders toward church
doors, it seems everyone takes

two steps back in distaste from

sition of religion from a necessity

the enterprising piety. Far from

rife with spectacle and protest

one, this witnessing only deep

proclaim the good news" (Isaiah

this is not always the most wel

proclamation. Mter all, it is far

without bothering to find out

have stopped believing.

does not bring them to religion;

our

own

first. We should help

but more importantly, when it is

wanted. There's no sense in driv

ing someone we already deem as

easier to blindly believe what we

it only makes God seem further

"lost" further from the path; in

when we are five year� old and

We must remember that times

more arduous, journey should

to, at best, a choice has been one . converting or enlightening any

are told about a supreme being

ens the rift between the religious

unaware of the world outside of

from bGth sides of the argument.

our bedroom. As we grow older

and gain awareness of the cruel

...�-�{ODEST
is looking for writers.
Modesty not required.

off and more unapproachable.

change, and at this stage of the

doing so we create a longer, and

they ever decide to turn back.

Writejdesignjdraw for
A Modest Proposal.
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TEcHNOLOGY

·

10·2m
10·3m

e
1

mm

10·6m

olecul� nanotech

that is 80% efficient and strong

nology

enough to
.
hold the weight

is

defined

loosely
as

study of molecules at or below

nano-scale construction �ays

the size of 100 nanometers.

this is possible.

the roads in the country with

To put that in perspective, a
human hair is roug�y 120,000

such a material. Houses would

nanometers

Crit

plug into t:l?.e roads in for ener

ics· doubt that manipulating

gy. Cars would no longer need

things 100 times smaller than

to be self propelled. They will

your hair will fuel the world's

absorb energy through ther

next revolution. I disagree.

mal diffusion in their wheels.

The promise of science on

Gasoline will go the way of

such a �mall scale is truly in

the slide rule and the Spice

spiring. I first became inter

Girls.
It would be clean efficient

Ehr

energy. It would revolution

II, the founder and CEO of

ize the 3 trillion dollar energy

the local nanotech company

market of today.

listening to James von

Zyvex, paint a striking picture

10·9m-·
10·10m--

8

that form the tip of a carbon nam�tube. A nanotube
Is approximately :1..3 nanometers (nm) In diameter.

who don't try.

_

With

nanotechnology

comes the hope of making su-

This country needs to get

per strong very flexible mate

ture tackling these problems.· energized, pardon the pun, be-

rials that will revolutionize the

ger encumbered_�y the energy

It is not possible when 11 year

way we live.

problems we have today.

olds are watching The Real

Nanotechnology is sexy. It

World instead of learning how

is a buzzword, but there is a

to watch another rerun of the

to multiply fractions.

promis� of real money and a

Family Guy for the umpteenth

out the bright minds of the fu

He spoke of a world no lon

nm

photo courtesy of Rice University

Artist's rendition .of the Interlocking carbon rings

·It is not possible for those

But it is not possible With

of the future:

1

is too small to see

Think ifwe could pave all of

That's small.

thick.

.

of a large semi. Theoretically,

the

ested in nanotechnology after

10-sm

�

thing

The-next
M

- F.�.�.��2�oo·..
s ..

..
..

Picture 635 arid 75 at rush
hour.

hind somedling.

So next time you s.it down

real future. There are_ big toys

time, think for a minute about

and

to play with. There are tiny

your future, about our future.

ers, the hot idle cars chugging

biology and physics teachers

toys to play with. Microscopic

and churning and exhausting?

who instill curiosity and that

h�dly cuts it here anymore.

Frustration on a macro scale.

need for discovery into their

There are discoveries waiting

students.

to be made.

It is not possible without

Do you see the cement
parking lot, the angry driv
·

Now imagine

a.

sol;u- panel

_

invigorating

chemistry

·S

tart

writing

it,

or

sit

in front of the boob tube
while the leaders of the next
, generation do.
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So you want to be an elitist...
with enough flying spit to fill

by Jordan Youngblood

Lake Ontario.

cross the nation, college

Only in this way will others

campuses are a breeding

recognize the folly of their ways

A

culturally

and start listening to Godspeed

refined, well-informed connois

You Black Emperor! or other

seurs of pop culture who take

pretentiously-named bands.

ground for

every opportunity to remind you

If extreme measures must be

that they are indeed culturally

taken, the spittle can be followed

refined, well-informed connois

by a blood-curdling shriek and

seurs of pop culture.

sprinting away in the opposite

Perhaps you've found your

direction, only to stop out of

self on the edge of one of these

breath since you have spurned

goatee-stroking, obscure-refer

physical activity and sunlight.

ence-spouting

conversations

Step 4: Create imaginary

and thought "I'd like to know

friends on the Internet.

more about what it takes to

il/usttation by W8/ter Voit

completely shun normal society
and exist within a shadow world

elitist, as you must give the im

of italicized terms and art house

pression that while other people

tion melody or lyrics.

elaborate

an elitist is to exist in your own

descriptions like "Oh yeah! That

magical world of leather-bound

funk-rockabilly"

- Never say that you haven't

This is fairly self-explanatory,
as the price you pay for being

or

cinema." In other words, you'd

are doing such things as going to

seen a movie ifit's clear the other

like to become an elitist.

work, eating food, or exchang

sounds like Radiohead in a dark

person has. Use something like

alleyway with The Beach Boys

Well, now you can.

ing carbon dioxide for oxygen,

"I happened to glimpse some of

playing bluegrass with Aphex

Thankfully, the Internet al

Step 1: Either pay no atten

you are improving yourself and

it on IFC while contemplating

Twin" or "It's like Godard and

supporting art.

the meaning of Camus' lesser

Truffaut had a child with Taran

lows you to chat with . other
-elitists while giving you the re

tino and named him Altman."

There is no middle ground

known works" or "The Virgin of

called on your bluff, be well

here. An elitist either shuns so

aware that 95% of elitists do not

Have various personas: on

cietal limitations such as bath

have personal knowledge of the

rCro-Magnon

any further, but stare conde

ing or pants and creates his own

film/CD/booklpainting they are

scendingly if the other looks

one �essage board you like ref

style of Cro-Magnon fashion or

claiming to love.

tion to personal hygiene or ob
sess over fashion.

follows every mandate from the
Elitist Powers That Be over what
clothing to wear, oftentimes car

If you are afraid of being

The 5% that do

are

hooked

up to an IV and catheter in their
bungalow surrounded by Dali

Do not attempt to explain

elitists drink
gasoline and
skin wildebeest
for hides to make
loin cloths out o£

rying eighteen changes of cloth

prints they bought off of eBay.

ing from place to place in case
.the fashion world should shift

screen of near-knowledge will

while their organic frozen. latte

stop any further inquiry for fear

with soy milk is being made.
Cro-Magnon elitists drink

of exposing you both as the sad,

Guadalupe appeared before .me

sad people you are. Here are

and displayed the movie on the

gasoline and skin wildebeest for

some common ways of avoi<;ling

hides to make loincloths out o£

the question:

minutes of it but I really like?

Creating an elaborate smoke

�

sources to immediately cover up
any lack of knowledge.

erences to Norse mythology, an

up in front of you, simply nod

other you talk in a strange form

and smile as if you understand,

of Yoda-speak using a vocabu

which you don't.

lary of only 45 choice words.

Step 3: Keep a large supply of

This way you can interact with

spittle in your mouth at all times

other people's false identities

should a lowly commoner men

and form a fantasy world where

tion something like Hoobastank

fun goes to die.

or "National Treasure" in your
presence.

If you follow these four step_s,
you are guaranteed a life of lone

The immediate reaction to

liness and soul-crushing despair.

front of my cloak, but unfortu

popular culture should be some

Thankfully, you can do so know

nately she only showed about 25

thing akin to being injected with

ing that your despair is better

deadly poison in your groin.

than everyone else's.

Step 2: Claim to have seen

- Know at least two song

every film/heard every record/

titles off any album, preferably

read every book known to man

the most obscure ones. Claim to

- Create complex and varied

ifmentioned by another elitist.

love them and understand them

sub-genres such as "post-pre

as no one else does. Never men-

New Wave-post-punk-electro-

This part is key to being an

confused. If someone makes one

books and expensive foreign
DVDs.

what I saw" (Catholic only).

Convulsions, eye twitching,

Note: Ofcourse, you could skip
and flailing of limbs are all ac all those steps andjust read any is
ceptable. The key is to end this sue· of ';1 Modest Proposal". 1hat
with a mighty"PFFFFTTT" should do the trick pretty well
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Water, water everywhere...
by Nicole Cabbad
On

Dec.

nightmares. We w�e up ner

26, 2004, an

vous and glance out the win
dow-but there was always

earthquake off the Indone

that assurance that water nor

sian island of Sumatra gener

mally remains in its place.The

ated transoceanic waves that

beach would remain pristine,

impacted two continents and

and the seas would respect the

hundreds

shorelines.

of

thousands

of

A teacher in Phuket Thai

people.
This . tsunami

generated

land

commented that "the

we felt was big,

world not seen since Sept. 11,
2001; donations poured in

earth tremor

from governments, individu
als, and corporations. Ameri

was the last thing we could
.
.
,
tmagme.

cans in particular dug deep,

The earth is continually in

as private donations exceeded

movement. This tragedy was

a spirit of solidarity in the

but we just couldn't work out
what it

was An earthquake
.

the amount the government

the effect of its natural ag

pledged to the Unit�d Na
_
tions.

ing process and we just hap
pened to see such an event in

illustration by Wafter Voit

The Dec. 26 tsunami has left lasting marks across southeast Asia. From the

What was it about this

our lifetime. But the fact that

tragedy that caused a usually

it occurred in an area not sta

apathetic public to become

tistically calculated to receive

traveled across the Indian Ocean In all dlrect�ons.

personally involved with the

choose among their children;

was destroyed. The devasta

They show NYC being swal

recovery effor t? The Iranian

such a large tremor made all.
of us glance worryingly at our

impoverished fathers were left

tion was immense. The fear,

lowed by mega-tsunamis and

earthquake a year ago and

coasts.

without livelihood or families;

people screaming and blood

tease our imaginations with

everywhere..."

what could happen.

earthquakes epicenter off the western coast of northern Sumatra, shock waves

even the hurricanes in Florida

The world hurried to ex

tourists lost family members

this past summer were all nat

pand the tsunami warning

who only a few moments be

ural disasters that dominated

system; now no place can be

fore were enjoying paradise.

the news for weeks.

excused

What made the difference
in our minds with respect to

highly improbable

as

to the reality of a tsunami.
When we watched those
of

water, heard

"As the waters rose at an

But in the end, the lights

walk

incredible rate, I half expected

come back on and we

appeared · in

to catch sight of Noah's ark,"

away knowing that Holly

most countries withQut warn

said Michael Dobbs of the

The ·waves

Washington Post {Dec. 27).

ing. No earthquake was felt

wood's doomsday is impos
sible and not likely to occur.

the tsunamis? It was certainly

walls

the

in the outlying countries; no

And indeed a fear of floods,

When the fantastical be

the images, the death toll, the

screams, held our breath as

sirens sounded. Unexpectedly,

waves, and high water dates

came reality, we were all im

people were washed back out

the ocean decided to swallow

back to the time of Noah's ark,

pacted by it and were moved

to sea, it touched a nerve in

the beach - and it was indis

when what is essential to hu

to ease the unimaginable suf

ate the psychological impact

side us that made us shiver

criminate in its destruction.

man survival became a weap

fering of those half a wor�d

it had on us as we watched

with dread.

on of mass destruction.

away.

survivor stories.
These combined to cre

Rita Davie from Kent, UK,

all the aspects of the disas

The visions we used to

who was vacationing in 01-

Yet, even with the rainbow's

As time drags on, let us

ter come together as the days

shake off as phantoms from

huveli, reported, "We had sec

promise that no flood will ever

continue to keep those in

progressed, and the enormity

our dreams became horren

onds to react; the wave was so

again destroy the earth, man

the affected countries in our

of what happened began to

dous reality as we watched

powerful. Whizzing past me

is still infatuated with the de

prayers, without allowing the

the waves - for real this time

was bedroom furniture, TVs,

structive powers of water.

passing weeks to numb our

- chase innocent people up

fridges. We had to fight for

sink in.
Enormous waves chasing
us from behind as we run up
the beach are the stuff of our

the beach.
Mothers were forced to

Movies

our lives. The experience was
terrifying. The whole island

·

·are

made

that

sensibilities to the magnitude

imagine life after the melting

of death and destruction that

polar caps have engulfed land.

o'ccurred.

.i\.
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U.S. generosity a tidal wave of relief
plane loads of medical goods.

by Benedict Voit
For

most

States armed forces and many
American-based relief groups

the

is that the average American

Christmas

citizen is the most generous

brought an end to the month

in the world. Even when our

combined with the endless

long build-up of the celebra

government

hours volunteered across the

Sunday

churches,

Unsurprisingly, the United

Another irrefutable point

after

tion of that sacred day.
The

congregation

smiles

as it replays memories of un

pledges

$350

make up that staff. All of this,

million in taxpayer funds, mil

country, undoubtedly places

lions here continue to donate

the United States at the top of

on their own.

the list of donating countries.

wrapping presents with fam

A simple Google search for

Nevertheless, the interna

ily. A warm feeling can be felt

�sia tsunami' provides sites

tional communitywill pressure

not about endless facts and

the U.S. to fund the building

figures, but ways to help, like

of an ·adequate warning sys

donating time and money.

tem for the world. Once this

in the air.
However, the service on
Sunday, Dec. 26th 2004 began
with the preacher relaying a
much different message: "I

ing back contributions.

don't know if you've heard, but

Interestingly enough, much

there's been an earthquake in

of the infrastructure in Europe

South East Asia.

Churches from coast to

is completed, the world can

government alone. Yet even

coast have established pro

then use the system as an ex

now, many insist that the U.S.

grams to help communities

ample of the United States' at

should still pay much more.

abroad; the Red Cross, World

tempt to be the world police

today was built with funds

CNN makes especially sure

Vision and Direct Relief are

force; they will claim capitalist

from the Marshall Plan, the

to list Japan's S500 million

only a few of the multiple or

Americans are exploiting the

died." A shock swept through

majority of which has never

right above the US $350 mil

ganizations dedicated to help

third-world countries where

the church followed by mur

been repaid.

lion to further insult the cur

ing the victims; and most re

these

Some 3,000 people have

murs of horror and grief.
Three

thousand

people.

Three thousand people dead.
As

the

days

unfolded,

Norway probably did not
consider the United States

rent administration.
But CNN along with all

systems

are

located.

markably, students from every

They will find a way to blame

state have started donation

the United States anytime a
disaster occurs anyway.

"stingy" after WWII, when it

other news sources refuse to

received $255.3 million and

centers in their own schools

acknowledge the rest of the

(please look for the donation
options here on campus).

In the vicious cycle of lose

3,000 unfortunately became

the rest of Europe some S13

facts-U.S.

not quite as significant. Each

billion more.

and military helicopters ar

It won't be long before

States seems to do remark

aircraft

carriers

lose situations, the United

day's headline revealed the

But America refuses to al

rived long before those of

churches, schools and com

ably well. And it will continue

latest number, which seemed

low jeers and insults to com

any other country providing

munity groups begin sponsor

to do so. The major powers of

to grow rapidly.

promise its principles. History

desperately needed air visibil

ing mission trips to that part

the world collapsed because

The United States imme

time and again has proven the

diately pledged S35 million to

ity and distant inland relief.

of the world. This, of course,

of excessive greed: the empire

United States to be nothing

Whether Norway even owns

will go unnoticed by most of

grew to an extent so large that

the relief effort. Many other

but the most generous nation

an aircraft carrier is a serious

the international community

it could not be controlled.

nations did likewise. But as

in the world.

question.

and will not be tabulated in

the death toll soon sped past

fol

But it can be said without a

100,000 it was not long before

lowed suit by blaming the

doubt that there are no Nor

Nevertheless, others

However, love and gener

the final total of the amount

osity need no governmental

of relief given.

control. America understands

some of the world decided to

United States for not having

wegian

companies

All the military personnel,

the beauties of a bright and

use the tsunami to attack the

an adequate warning system

donating supplies to near the

their time and their equip

optimistic future, and takes

United States.

for such disasters.

Leading the charge was UN

g

Some even went as far as to

Emergency Relief Coordina

blame the United States for

tor, Norwe ian Jan Egeland,

the earthquake itself.

who insulted the U.S. contribution by calling it "stingy."

But

the

United

States

did not fight back; rather, it

medical

extent of what can be seen

ment, plus the millions of

this message of promise to the

here in the States.

dollars in supplies and dona

world with open hearts and

The American pocketbook

tions will also continue to be

open arms. Hopefully one day

knows the extreme cost of

overlooked. While it is crucial

the rest of the world will grow

each pill, and so do the cor

that nations donate money for

to an equal level of generosity.

porations.

relief, where does that money

May God bless your gen

But that has not

Egeland claimed that nations

turned the other cheek. Aid

stopped these "evil capitalists"

go if there are no personnel to

erosity, and may God continue

of wealth should not be hold-

increased ten-fold from the

from

direct those funds?

to bless the United States.

generously

donating
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Iraqis cast vote
The author realizes
the elections have
occurred since print
Ing. Many arguments
In the future tense
may or may not ac
curately represent
what happened.
by Benedict Voit

the Kurdish population today

whether he actually supported

is split between many Middle

such actions, Saddam replied

Eastern countries.They are eth

"Of course. What do you expect

nically close to the Iranians and

if they oppose the regime?"

most tend to be devout Sunnis.

For the next 24 years of �s

If one were to ask an aver

reign, Saddam stayed true to

age American what is happen

his word. Being a devout Sunni

ing on January 30th, half would

himself, he opposed the Shiite

probably incorrecdy gue� the

and Kurdish popuiations in Iraq

Super Bowl. The other knowl

which combined to over 80% of

edgeable half would answer the

the population.

one-week countdown to the

And now, in a period of less

Who's Who?

Super Bowl. However, outside

than two years, Iraqis have un

Kurds, Shiites, Sunnis

the borders of our country, out

dergone a severe shift in their

Shiites -The second largest

side the realm of football (yes

political

branch of Islam, and the ma

it exists) and past the commer

for worse. In a few days, Iraqis

cials that are actually watched,

will have gone from a s�ngle

jority of the population in Iraq
(about 60%), but the minority

something far more Super will

in the Middle East. They split

be occurring.

of the 7m century when a debate

their lives and in their long and

myriad of opinions, criticisms

broke out over the legitimate

battered history, Iraqis will be

and debates. But nevertheless,

successor and next Prophet of

able to cast their vote for a rep

the Iraqis will be voting, and all

Islam. The Shiites favored Ali,

resent:itive government.

the world will be watching.

Hussein

entered

lon�er

. •

.
"" . .
beet\ w..iH"I\
'
" �o

'#e•rsf

"'�
.

illustration by Benedict Voit

sition to the election seems to

the political scene by associat

Who's Voting?

Shiite literally means 'the party

ing himself with a conniving

And Will It Work?

of Ali'.

plot that assassinated the Prime

.

ment that a certain amount of
Sunnis will be guaranteed posi

be unlikely.

against Sunni wishes; the word

Minister

�rf

government. The results and
the impact thus far have left a

Sunnis -The largest branch

� (..QI\.f

man rule to a multiple party

At this crucial junction in

Saddam

A��+M� �!!

lives-for better or

from the Sunnis in the middle

a son-in-law of Muhammad

I

Critics of the election have

tions, regardless of the election

asked that it be postponed or

results. Furthermore, scholars

Saddam's position as a devout

delayed. Some argue that the

believe that many Sunnis are

1958. Upon discov

Sunni led to a continual denial of

current elections would hurt the

against the election due to so

of Islam claiming some 90% of

ery, Saddam fled the country

power to the other main groups

Sunnis �ecause they may not

cial pressures and the fear of no

in

the world's 1 billion believers.

until supporting Baathists re

in Iraq, notably the Shiites and

get the votes to be accurately

representation. Many believe

However, in Iraq, the Sunnis

gained control. For the next 16

the Kurds. Unsurprisingly, the

represented in the government.

these Sunnis will vote anyway,

are a small minority, making up

some years, Saddam fell in and

Shiites

Others note that the election

especially if propositions pass

approximately 18% of the pop

out of power along with the

static about the upcoming elec-

is ·favored

guaranteeing seats in govern

ulation. Religiously, the Sunnis

Baathist party, even once land

total population, and wish to

population, they are supposed

are

overwhelmingly ec-

only by 75% of the

acknowledge the first four ca

ing himself in jail for some time.

tions in which, with 60% of the

push back elections until more

Despite well-backed opti

liphs as legitimate heirs to the

Saddam became the force be

to do fairly well. Even though . support can be garnered. The

mism, there are serious issues

rulership of Islam; the Shiites

hind the �ging president in the

US polls show that three-quar-

believe the first three usurped

1970s and upon the president's

ters of the Shiite population

of some 58% of eligible voters,

One Iraqi noted that January

their position, and the first real

death in 1979, assumed control

would refuse to vote if a reli-

75% in Iraq in its first election

30th would be a "secret election"

caliph was Ali.

as president and de facto dic

gious leader asked them to do

would be remarkable.

because campaigning is nearly

American election drew a high

(Early

ment.

which are still unresolved.

Kurds - Inhabitants of the

tator of Iraq. His position on

so, a solid half of the Sunnis

exit polls show there was around

impossible due to strong insur

northeast portion of Iraq mak

power was brutally Machiavel

and an overwhelming 93% of

72% of the population voting).

gency threats. Two candidates

ing up approximately 23% of

lian as he launched his regime

Shiites feel that participating in

The Bush administration has

Iraq's population. As

by systematically eliminating

the upcoming elections is "very

been talking to Shiite leaders

of

European

a

result

expansionism,

his

ri�. When ques�oned. impo�t," and religious oppo:

an�. is hoping to reach an agree-

have already been assassinated

Continued on page 9
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{out of several hundred) and

optimistic. Many fear the insur

and a Kurdish parliament in

tion will only be the first hurdle.

interests. All of these members

death threats to the prominent

gency is too strong and the elec

Iraqi candidate has complained

One Iraqi even claimed �e

members

continue.

Another

that there simply hasn't been
enough time to campaign-reg

would vote for Saddam Hussein

if given the choice. Security, he

the north will represent regional

will be elected on a proportional
representation system, mean

long as they have turned in the

proper petition material for reg

istration, and some other parties,

such as the Communist Party,

9

4

full day just to register and then

will make the trip again to vote.
Saad Algharabi, an Iraqi expa

triate now living in the United

may also be fielding candidates.

States, has driven many hours to

"groups" on the ballot.

trek there again on the 30'h. De

ing the voters do not actually

There are actually a total of 111

indicate party preference for

parties stir negative connota

spite the long journey, Algharabi

use the word "party" in their of

effort.

register in Nashville; he plans to

istration began in early Novem

said, was .most important. Oth

mark off 275 names, but rather

but the violence and threats

in Iraq is not pr�ne to a quick,

various seats. After the election,

long history in Iraq," Ali Saleh,

percentage of seats equal to the

ficial name. Most stick to orga-.

Some changes may be made

Yet out of this chaos will

fornia- to have my vote count

resentation, as many fear they

al Assembly whose upcoming

. "This vote is worth more to me

mises are being made to ensure

After the National Assembly has

Algharabi is not alone. Mu

ber and ended late last month,

ers feel that the violent history

�ave kept all campaigning to a

peaceful solution. "We have a

rare, if any at all, and the only

age

minimal. Public appearances are
personal meetings occur with a

close knit group of friends and

family.

This has resulted in a massive

advertisement initiative by all

•andidates. Street signs and cor

ners are littered with posters and
�apers advocating

candidates

and their platforms. Limited

space keeps these meseages sim
ple. Some are designed simply to

support the voting process such
as

"With your voice, we build

Iraq" and "For a peaceful Iraq.'"

Yet not all Iraqis remain so

45, says. "Saddam was not

new. How many generations

have had to live like this? Our

generation has been raised on

violence.They cannot solve their
problems peacefully."

Who and What?
Politicians and Issues

each party will be. awarded the

percentage of the vote received.

to guarantee Sunnis fair rep-:
will not win any seats. Compro

Eighteen smaller councils

requires every third candidate

for the next period of time.

the 16 hour roundtrip to register

a good percentage of wonten in

A Global Endeavor

mer Baathists or anyone serving

held within Iraq. A multitude of

vote.

on the ballot

the last generation across the

shared by Hydar Albussairi. He

religious and et�nic lines, mean

States. Statistics estimate that

bring a renewed spirit for Iraqis.

living in the U.S. These citizens,

we are human beings," says Al

the Assembly. Finally, any for
in any armed force may not be

cedures by which to govern Iraq

·Iraqi elections will not just be

Iraqis have moved/fled within
globe, many here to the United

some 1 million Iraqis are now

heavily in the northern portion

maybe because they are away

Sunnis winning the rest.

threat, are possibly even more

Campaigning, like in the

United States, is not always

friendly. In fact, the mere ques

tion of whether one is a Kurd,

Shiite or Sunni was unheard of

from

the constant insurgent

There are other options �vail

able. Any individual may run as

total, Zerj will spend 32 hours
on the road just to cast a single
Similar

sentiments

were

feels this voting process will
"We can vote, and that means

bussairi." Now we are human
beings."

Despite one's political lean

history of Iraq, but a milestone

Here in the United States, five

set up in Los Angeles, Chicago,

only a monumental day in the

for the entire Middle Eastern

Detroit, Nashville, and Wash

region. As the world waits in

these locations are not exactly

optimism and happiness of Mu

have proven themselves willing

time that I feel I'm going to be

part in their nation's historic

my country freedom," he said.

next door. However, these Iraqis

seen.

and will do it again this week. In

regional voting centers have been

the country into sects. W hether
ing difficulties remains to be

cago. Yet Ze� willingly drove

ings, January 30 will be not

ington D.C. For some families,

this will lead to serious govern

Illinois, eight hours away from

excited to be voting.

two years ago. The approach to

the election seems to be dividing

illustration by Wslter Voit

be to write an Iraqi Constitution

ing Shiites vote for Shiites etc.

of the country and Shiites and

59%
Shiites

tasks will be long and arduous. ·than any drive."

the closest voting center in Chi

The Kurds are expected to win

breakdown

ed for once" said Saad Algharabi

outlining the principles and pro

Most voters will vote along

population

hours-! would drive to Cali

out and vote. Another measure

be a woman in order to establish

cast a paper ballot for 275 mem

hopefully come a strong Nation

"I would drive 10 hours, 20

hammad Ze� lives in Skokie,

entice the Sunnis to actually go

A valid ration card and previous

bers of a National Assembly.

nization, assembly or the like.

claims it is definitely worth the

been chosen, its main task will

that has already been decided

registration allows each voter to

tions from Iraqi history, only 19

fair representation and also to

January 30th will be the na

tionwide election-day for Iraqis.

Since

to travel great lengths to take

moment.

Some Iraqis are driving a

anticipation, we can share in the

hammad Zerj: "This is the first

born again-I'm going to give

"Maybe when I put the paper in,
maybe the tears will go out."

tow-ard freedotn
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What else could there
taflC(l p ossibly be to say?

by Clari� Profllet

the French cannot oo simply .ac

me and shook their heads.

simple logical formula-grow

But Chirac now finds him

And there I stood, one ofthe

cused of hatefulness or sneaki

ing populations mean gro\ving

self in an unenviable diplomatic

While Decemoor 6, 2004

finest examples of a Western

ness oocause of]acques Chirac's

cities, which thrive oncommerce.

position. His role has changed

imperialistic, arrogant ass.

message. As many have pointed

No country can sustain develop

lous European trip, thedays prior

It was only after reaching

were spent makingarrangements
and visiting friends. Everyone

marked the advent of my fabu

had a tip for me, ranging from
cautions of anti-American sen
timent (reasonable) to warnings
about black market organ sales
(strange) to the perils of Iraqi
terrorists in France (dumb). I
politely considered all of these,
i side I held the smug as
but n
sumption that I was above the

ment without commerce, which

rock bottom that I slunk off to

French relationsliip, France has

is increasingly more global. In a

ground to what appears to be a

eat a kebab and engaged in my

lost

a

nutshell, the French don't want

sulking lone voice, fighting not

or need bad politics.

to oo excluded from sharing in

r;!it is so simple,you

a lot of wars.

Perhaps

as

federal government th.ey do not
want to oo dragged though the

Right oofore the war, Chirac's

hero walking the moral

the spoils of the war.

mud one more time. And, not

staunch resistance to the U.S.

The growing sentiment in

can't screw a people

that they need any further ratio

led military invasion boosted his

Franee these days actually re

together with their

nali.ution, the French people do

popularity to an all-time high.

indeed have problems with the

Paris was the scene of some

government;

then

you will always hate
them."

make me hate a place as ancient

- Greek shopkeeper

It only took one week in

high

out in light ofthe tattered U.S.

blind hawkish zeal that would
and ooautiful as Europe.

from that of an international

..;

extremewords ofthtir President

of the biggest anti-war rallies

flects uneasiness about Chirac's
fierce opposition

to

the Ameri

can-led campaign in Iraq.

and his fumbling delivery

around the world, and Chirac,

Sincethe symbolic fallofSad

something many Americans can

who had ooen looking for a way

dam Hussein's statue in Bagh·

sympathize with. This above all

to assert his country's (not to

dad Spring 2003 and scenes of

mention his own) political rel

cheering Iraqis celebrating their

My experience in Greece,

evance in a post-cold-war Eu

liberty, signs have emerged that

coupled with time spent on in

rope, warmed to the role of in

the anti-war sentiment is

warrants some consideration.

con

ternational champion of peace.

tinuing to ·soften. More and

Besides, he jumped at a chance

more ordinary people

first genuinely pleasant conver

ternational railways, allowed me

the

sation with one of the Greek

to reexamine the relationship

southern manners and amicabil

shopkeepers. He brought up the

ootween France and the United

to distract attention from seri

ing out at Chirac for what they

States. What does the French

ous domestic problems and en

now see as a political faux pas.

Greece to prove me wrong.
Transplanted

from

ity of my Texas home, I found

United States and Euro�

it m
i possible to get anything

France in particular-and I

from directions

to

good service

in bustling Athens. People were
busy, and expected me to buy a
map and rely on my own capa
bilities. Imagine that.

gritted my teeth in preparation

plurality think of all this? What
ripples has this conflict caused

The president was also seen

war,•

says bartender

in their political environment?

by some as attempting to style

Georges Chabat. "The Iraqi peo

assault on my country's current

What happens next?

himself as "the Arabic world's

i
·ple wanted to get rid ofwrongn

administration and myself.

"It s
i so simple,• he said. "You

What do the

French

people

making themselves irrelevant to

can't screw a people together

thinkanyway?

thing like this. Mter struggling

with their government; then you

Like most European cities,

ordinary

will always hate them.

•

you cannot stroll through the
streets of Paris without stum

bet and rude public transporta

Through the conversation I

tion officials (a universality), I

carne to realize that this strange

bling upon some massive, beau

wound up in a ghetto that was

piece ofwisdom can oo narrowly

tifully

preserved

monument,

nowhere nearmyintendeddesti

n
i terpreted to mean that I am

building, or piece ·of art. Yet,

nation. I let loose my frustration

not an imperialistic jerk oocause

while France

not a militant elitist because my

Triomphe reveals a sprawling

smallness of Greece's national

no to the

for what I was sure would oo an

The breakdown went some

in a sermon about the pathetic

lash

"Chirac was wrong to say

hance his world image.

f""'
More and more

with a different language, alpha

are

.I am an American,just like I am

treasures

its his

tory, the view from the Arc de

people

are lashing out at
Chirac

for

what

they now see as a
political faux pas;.;

the course of history," he says.
At the start of the war, some
84 percent of the French were
opposed to it. By April 2003,
that numoor had dropped to 55
percent, according to a poll in
the French Sunday newspaper
Le Journal du Dirnanche.

Mr. Mois
i oolieves France

i po·
will pay a "very real"price n

litical diplomatic terms over its

country is under the Bush ad

metropolis complete with the

best friend in the West," and to

antiwar stance. Already, France

commodate English speaking

ministration. I was yelling oo

quintessential skyscrapers, lights

paciry France's Muslim commu

is finding itselfrather isolated in

tourists. Thepeoplepouring into

cause I was fmtrated.

and sounds ofa modem city.
·One Frenchman gave m� a

nity, which makes up 10 percent

Europe. Jean-Louis Bourlanges,

ofth� country's population.

a memlxr ofthe European Par-

GDP and their n
i ability to ac

the subway raised an eyebrow at

In terms ofFranee, thismeans

200
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�
A
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liament, called the French position a "political Waterloo" for

Chirac in a column in Le Figaro,
a French dai
l y newspaper.
The result, says Alain Mad-

BBC

who opposed France's official

pblicy on the war from the start,

is that. Chirac has been presented as Saddam Hussein's best
friend.

news reported

that

Chirac's party had officially been
"dumped" in favor of the leftists
by March 29,2004.

elin, a Conservative poHtician

President Jacques Chirac's
party, the Union for a Popular
movement (UMP), was humi.!i:
ated in French regional polls.
The socialists and their allies
won 50 percent of the second-

"Th.e Iraqis feel today they

bad been liberated \vithout -

and even against - the 'vill of

round votes, leaving Gbirac's
center-right governing
trailing on 36.9 percent.

France," he says.

measured

declaring his intent to run.With

French opinion against Chirac

such a bleak political situation

McClellan said Bush and

in his third

(falling popularity polls, sharp

Chirac would have a working

Jan.

Dirty Politics... .

party

Voters were angry at high un-

2005

term, which

is even

global discontent to heart.

words . from constituents and

According to Agence France

dinner on Feb. 21 in Brussels

peers, and har$h global criti

on the eve of a day of meetings

Presse, about 56 percent of

cism), Chirac seems to be ready

\vith leaders of NATO and the

bleaker than before.

,....
President]a:cques
Chirac's

party...

was humiliated in
French

regional

polls.

to make uJf...

EU. This is certainly a departure
from the attitude that pervaded
relations last spring, when Bush

What Happens Next?
Asofjan. 25,2005,both sides

declared that Chirac shouldn't

indicating that they want to

expect an invitation to his be

are

m
i prove their

relationship;. and

the White House is planning to
host Chirac in the United States
some time soon.

loved Texas ranch "any

time

soon." Harsh.
Chirac has

been perhaps

Bush's harshest, but far from

To addinsult to injury,Chirac

employment, a stagnant econo

French people say that President

"The president looks for

hasdeeplyoffended the 10 East-

my and unpopular·public sector

Jacques Chirac should not run in

only, European critic. Still, both

ward to working together with

countries agree that the world

President Chirac and all our

is currently met with too many

ctn European

countries signing

accessiontreaties to the European Union in Athens, Greece last

week, all ofwhich supported the
US-led war in Iraq. In a stinging reproach in February, Chirac
warned that they would regret
their support

y

for Pres
dent

.�.
··-

reforms. The election was seen

2007 for an unprecedented third

as a mid-term test ofopinion on

term in office.

Socialistpartyleader Francois
Hollande says voters have ex

.

freedom, democracy and

work together.

secu·

two

not to

term for Chirac, 43 percent said

rity throughout the world," said

Although· the political cli

White House- spokesman Scott

mate has changed in France, and

country's top political figures, 32

McClellan (Associated Press).

Chirac and his administration

At least 60 percent of the vot

percent said they did not back

Bush said in his inaugural

feel added pressure to "play nice"

France said they re

Chirac's ideas and 27 percent

address Jan. 20 that the United

with the Uruted States, France's

� -· .
'\
'(
�-

said the 72-year-old was indeed
too old--an interesting fact.

So far, Chirac has kept
the possibility of a third
term

·

open,

'vithout

States would depe!ld on its allies

foreign minister, Michael Bar

tohelppromotedemocracyacross

nier, has made it dear it will not

the globe in his second term. It
appears (hopefully) that our
chief of state bas

also taken

simply bow to its will.

"We are all es. Alliance is
i
not submission," he asserted to
CNN correspondent Jim Bit.
termann on Jan. 20. "We
have to work together
in the broader sense,
and probably in what

really in treuble.

I call a new trans
Atlantic relationship,
and get in the habit

---\

·

Bush.

challenges for the

a change was needed among the

r

\

European allies to strengthen

pressed their rejection ofCbirac.
ers in

-

Of those opposed to a third

the Chirac government.

( What? The Iraqi election
( was_ a success!? Now I'm
,_
_
·

"There is a still lot ofanger at

to talk more to each
·· ·

-

·

-�
(__ __
_.,!
(.---6
}
�

the French arrogance," a Polish

mained determi.ned to

diplomat told a French paper at

use these elections to send a

' the conference last week.

1

18,

If the wicked lampooning of

··

strong message of discontent to
the government.

Chirac as an old, bloated and ar-

"I feel like France's public

rogant fool on French TV is any

sector is being sabotaged," said

indication, his political career

Elsa Q
uinette, in Paris. "What

will tontinue to suffer some se-

the government s
i doing is so

rious setbacks.

serious, I just had to speak out."

·

other�ven whenwe
don't agree, because
that happens -to talk
more about politics."
We the people can only
hope.
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Mexican education falls short of imperfect American system
by Hannah Frank

requirements· are similar to

dents are not in school because

our own - six years of primary

their families can.not bear the

Education issuchan integral

schooling, followed by three

financial burden ofa basic edu

part of our society. that many

years each of lower and upper

cation.

secondary schooling. Even so,

At the same time, the two

in school. As children,

the literacy rate in Mexico is

biggest sources of income for

may have feigned illness

approximately five points lower

Mexican families are Pemex

of us don't even question why
we are
we

or skipped a class or two, yet
most ofus probably didn't: con

than ours, 92.2% compared to
our 97% (according to www.

(the national oil company)
and money sent from relatives

sider the idea that we wouldn't

worldfactbook.com}.

make it through high school.

by no means the only measure

Not only is secondary school a

of a nation's educational effi

s
i therefore not

ciency, yet ir does indicate that

would be in a more service

must,but many students e.�pect
to

attend college as weU. For

American

children,

attend

This is

something is going wrong. Is
the difference in literacy be

ing school from kindergarten

tween our rwo countries due to

through twelfth grade is a fact

cultural differences regarding

oflife

-

a fact of our lives that:

we take for granted.
Compulsory education has

a different: meaning for just:
W<>ut every

country. Many

nations hold standards similar

the importance of education or

working abroad.

The push

for a high level for education
as

great as it

oriented economy, such as that
ofthe United States.
Critics of recent legislation
concerning education in the

United States, specifically of

is it due to problems with the

the "No Child Left Behind

organization and administra

Act," insist that the push for

tion of the Mcx.ican education

more standardi7.ed testing fo

system?

cuses too much classroom time

Mexico has

made much

on teaching children how to

our own, with primary and

economic advancement in re

take the tests rather than giv

secondary school as the base

cent years, yet there is still a

ing them a more liberal educa

Some countries

substantial amount of poverty

tion.

have far superior systems with

throughout the nation. While

tO

rtquirement:

.

pholobyHannahFfllnk

Mexican child receives supplies from a group of
UTD students on a service project to Guanajuato.

A

much more demanding re

education may be free and re

This brings up the ques
.
tion of whether it s
i better to

quirements for their students.

quired, �ool supplies are ex

subject everyone .to the exact

the brighter snodent:s for the
sake ofa few. As we argue the

that: is a step in the right direc

pros and cons ofoureducation

tion.

ponents say that: it brings do'�

,

At the same time, there are

pensive and it is hard to Jearn

same education or to allow for

"

manycountries·that have either
h2ve lower requirements·or arc

when you only have a pencil for

a more varied educational ex

every five or si.� children.

perience for students. Propo

al system as it is and as it s
i may

oot successfully enforcing the
s

rtquirements they have.
Mexico's

basic

every

education

-

for many


A mediocre education may

This is certainly not true of

nents of the act say that it will

be down the road, we need to

not: be something to be proud

raise standards and allow more

realize that even though it may

i far better than re
of but it s

large number of pote_ntial stu-

children to succeed, whi
l e op-

not be the best system in the

ceiving no education at all.

,

citizenry longing for the bygone era of freedom

root;

or when I can't

ing about a barrier between the Presi

untrustWOrthr public

dent and citiZens.

away.

(thnr

public)

any
around, Bambi has never oame<i
r
fousr. fve never had the luxury ofthe

laclced-ou,t, armored car surrounded

Every day our leadership is mov

Not that I'm advocating that the

the Secret Service, or when protes

ing farther and farther away from the

President run around without the Se

not

cret Service, but as an astute Wash

tincd
y remember visiting our nation's

protest zone (because GO!I forbid,

just because they pre-screen for like

ington P
ost �:epo(ter noted, "the safer

capital whe.n it was not a locked

1eri1�hrto peaefully
e
assemble is pro

minded supporteJ"S to attend "town
hall" sessions, but bccalise, in. the
name of"safety," they surround them

is wonderful, but frudom

are relegated to a special, fenced

. in our Constitution), or when

list of prohibited items along the

ltpllcicle
s

are in school today

every school n
i Mexico yet a

my President because he's in a

1



world, most American children

route includes fruit.

No wonder people are commenr-

people it is supposed ro lead

-

selves with bigh fences and barbed

it gets, the graye� it feels.� Sure, safety
freedom

is absolute.

I was born in the post-Love Canal,

wire to physically keep tbe seemingly . post-Watergate el.'\l.. Since 1've been

idea ofhonest politicians.

But the�:e was a time th�t I can dis

down, fenced-up no By zo.ne, but a
-

p)ace for the American public.

And now as I walk to work, in ihe

snow; uphill, both ways, I dream ofit
beeo,ming that place once ngain.
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Dominick Simpligan, virtuous student at UTD and our hero, the book of this defender crab, how much better off we would be.
is tragically maroonedfrom his companions and society on an Hopes ofimmediate landfall languished as the seabed dropped beneath me. With
the greater depth of water, the amount of coral increased and the great multitude
isolated island He meets and resides with the curiouslypolitical of crabs turned into one of fish. One curious fish in particular caught my attention.
natives and tries in vain to understand their unusual way of The porcupine fish (or puffer) is one I had never seen in the wild, so it gave me great
life. Farfrom assimilated and eager to return home, he makes a pleasure to spot it swimming in the waters beneath my craft.
Mother Nature would not allow me to pass without further surprise, it seems,
en
ure
o
e
sea
a
oar
a
. .
t
t
th
b
d
·
stm-nte
woo
ra
.
darmu
· o de-nar
1
d
if!
:r
:r
for as I watched one of the puffers rootmg m the sand at the base of a coral formation, a most remarkable display ensued. The puffer must have uprooted some morsel

I

had been a week at sea, a day without water, and much longer than that in a

from the sand, for another fish (which I confess I couldn't identify) soon approached

most grievous state of concern. To say that I regretted leavi.ng Majorita on my
miserable vessel was something of an understatement and a thought on which I

- intent, I'm sure, on claiming some of the food for itsel£

had dwelt often in those eventless days adrift at sea.

At once I could see the escalating conflict as the puffer turned defensively to its
hostile neighbor. As expected, the porcupine fish quickly grew to about

�����:;i�i�iiii���

My time was not squandered, however, and the rudimentary

three times its original size as it filled its stomach with water;

familiarity I'd gained with ocean life as a biology stUdent was
more than put to use. In Il!Y days adrift, I'd observed and
at least tried to !dentify the several specimens I passed

on my way. It is for this reason that I was so excited
when my craft passed into an area of coral reef and
shallow water.
In addition to the obvious hope of landfall

this display is as familiar as anything can be in the marine
world.
When he filled himself into a rigid spine-covered
ball, however, the other fish continued to approach its
prize hidden in the sand, apparently less concerned

,;J._;

that shallow water served, the reef provided a

with the puffer than the food. At this I cannot

(>'f)

confirm the veracity of my claim, as I am still
uncertain of the exact events, but it seems that

-·

fascinating distraction and variation in aquatic

the puffer expanded itself further and popped!

life. Indeed, as I drifted listlessly over the calm

When I say popped, I quite literally mean
.
that the puffer exploded like a pierced balloon.

ocean waters, I laid on my stomach, chin on
hands, peering over the edge of my raft into the

The noise from the seabed reached the surface

clear shallow water. What I saw caused me to

and my ears quite distinctly, and I watched the

question whether a deprivation of water was be

terrified intruding fish flee ami�st a torrent of
flesh and spines. When the cloudy water cleared, all

ginning to affect my judgment.

that remained of the puffer was a scattering of bones

Clearly visible, scattered across the eight-foot

and spines and the other fish was nowhere to be seen.

circle of seabed were perhaps a hundred fiddler crab

I deign to say I perceived a sliver of shell protruding from

burrows. This in itself was not as extraordinary as the fact

the sand near the puffer's remains - the tiny crustacean over

that the crabs were not awaiting for low tide to emerge, but

which they had fought.

were actually out of their burrows and quite active under the water.
While I was considering whether this was a unique breed that put their

I was most astounded, of course, by this flaunting of natural selection.

and

nominal gills to full use, the actions of a few of the colony's memb�rs gave cause for

The porcupine fish certainly succeeded in defending its territory and food, but at

further surprise.

what cost? This was the question I pondered as the minutes turned into hours,

As I watched, one of the particularly large crabs scuttled over to a small neighbor
of his. As expected, the two crabs engaged in the usual pushing fi'ght to decide how

the hours to days.

[I

The ocean, it seemed, would have my final moments alive. I drifted over the sea;

much territory each would have, and there looked to be little hope for the smaller

now in my third d�y without drinkable water, utterly resigned to my fate. I lay on my

victim. Remarkably, a second neighbor of the defending crab, larger than both the

back with my eyes closed as the dry wind and sun beat down on my face.

aggressor and defender, moved into the disputed territory and came to the aid ofhis
smaller neighbor!
I was touched at the sublimity of the situation. The noble crab selflessly rushed to

Naturally you will understand why I thought I had finally died when the bright
sunlight on my eyelids was blotted out in sudden darkness.
"Hello down there!" a voice called out high above, jerking me back to reality.

his neighbor's defense and vanquished the other aggressive large crab. It was an act I

Far above me, floating silently in the sky, was a vision - nay, a miracle. A man in a

was most surprised to see in nature, having been used to Darwinism and the survival

hot air balloon looked down on me and my heart leapt within-I had been rescued!

of the fittest. If only the governments of our human world could take a page out of

I would live!
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Americans are hypocritical imperialists
United States must embrace role as Big Brother and its responsibilities
by Neha Chlnal

people deny the iaea of U.S.

lations. Somoza Garcia could

imperialism so vehemently is

"We don't do empire."

that they still believe in the

only rule. Nicaragua with an

Donald Rumsfeld once
said this on the Arabic news
channel

Rumsfeld

Al-Jazeera. While
might

not

be

classic imperial model of the
British.

1Ae direct control of colo

like an infectious disease, with

the United States supporting

doing an empire, he sure as

eign economies only to remit

hell is running one.

the spoils back to the mother

lies during World War II won

country, and the superiority
of the white man in the land

"we have 700-odd military

of the colored are the images

bases with 1;4 million troops

conjured up with the utter

stationed all over the world

ance of'imperialism'.

but we're really not an empire"

theory, history stands testimo
ny to a different reality.

The United States

took

up the British poet Rudyard
Kipling's declaration "White

Man's Burden" with ease in
1898 and has continued to do
so ever since.
The

They can't bring themselves

Nic:aragua U.S. funds and in

The United States also co

is that U.S. imperialism exists

fires of civil war and Angola

dino, a memb�r ofthe opposi

tales of tragedy in Chile, El

establish a world hegemony

tion party.

ism has morphed into an indi

organized by Augusto San

History tells several similar

·

The flip side to this was

that 90% of all of its exports

Salvador, the Congo and Mo

zambique - situations where
the United States has meddled

rect ruling of countries using

went to

the United States; as

only to further stir the pot of

ta9tics of political extortion,

a result, the country's politi

dissent and create even more

puppet governments and eco

cal and economic dependence

nomic pressure. Nicaragua s
i

was the pound of·flesh it had

a classic example of the suc

to pay.

Philippines, Guam and Puer cessful use ofall ofthese techto Rico set the ball of imperi . n.iques.
·The United States occupied

that the majority ofAmerican

turn was backed by the Soviet

free" is insidiously trying to

.

Nicaragua to expand its power

and enforce neocolonialist re-

The Mrican country ofAn

horrific situations than those
that already existed.

So why s
i the topic ofU.S.

imperialism still treated like a

gola provides another example

four letter word?

parties on foreign countries to

in the words of British author

further its own goals of impe-

and historian Niall Ferguson:

of U.S. backing of political

behavior is only one more ex·
tension ofthis hypocrisy.

flux of military aid fueled the

vertly helped Garcia crush the

of U.S. foreign policy.

another political party, was

Union. Massive external in

capabilities.

parr

been

Denial ofits own imperialistic

backed by Cuba, which in

creased the country's military

Spanish-American

Perhaps one of the reasons

a

Hypocrisy has always

On the other hand, MPLA,

Ga(cia's support of the Al

war and the annexation of the

alism rolling.

by Holden Roberto and Jo

writhed amidst the flames.

But modern day imperial

nial of this poses a real danger

to the world."

seph Savimbi respectively.

an

empire in denial, and U.S. de

the UNITA and FNLA politi

guerilla resistance movement

to believe that the "land ofthe

"(The United States) is

cal factions ofAngola, headed

this tyrannical rule from 1937
until1979.

Unfonuhately for him and

In an effort to get ahead in
the Cold War, the US backed

iron fist, spreading corr.uption

nies, the debilitat
ing of for

the rest ofthe advocates ofthe

rialism.

The answer may be found

The reality of the situation
in today's world.
Advocates on both
of the debate, diose who

�

staunch believers in a world

order with the United States
at the helm, and those who
believe that such
threatens

dorninanee

hard-won

sover·

eignty, both agree that

its current role. Denial of
truth threatens both the

tion of the United States
well as the nations over which ,
it exercises control.

The role of "Big

brings with it several respon-

There's no denying that wf!re all

getting a little older. 'lhere's no de

nying that before we know it we'll

all be a collection ofstories, nostalgic
memories, and fabled reminiscence.

Everyone knows that back in my day,

we had to walk to school, in the snow,
uphill...both ways.
And back

in

those days, children

would stare out of: the window wliile

sound, back then �u could take

n
i that school on top of the insttr

White House tours without being

ing Pres
jdent.

was no layered security fence around

mountable hill, and .dream ofbecom-

.
Back then, ilie President, like all

politicians, was kind, no.ble, and g!:n

erous. Those were the days when the
·sun

still shone, and various smiill

prescreened and pre-cleared. There

needs to accept all ofthem.

can't help but question our so-c:alle

progress.

L can't help but• think about

price of our safet;y when I attend

high security was Capitol police on

inauguration p.arade and see
people waiting in the metal

horseback.

I understand that we now live in a

to medium sized animals romped

post-9/11 world, and under the reiS!l

through our vast unspoiled lands.

of the Departn\ent of Homeland Se

As far from the truth as it may

Not that I'm CO!llplaining,

the Washington Monument, and

curity, security is not taken lightly.

line than watching democracy

·

f
r

sibilities; the United StateS r

Safety precau�ons dishearten spirit in_ a post 9/11
by Cheng Lee

L

United States must acc•�t

ceed, or when there are more

oflkers along the parade route
spectators, or when there are

.
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by Andres Correa

erful, republican and free. However, fractional disputes
precipitated civil war and conB.ict among the newly lib
erated territories, and his dream of unity soon died. On

On the 24th day ofJuly in the year 1783 was born the
man who for centuries would be known as the "Libera

the 17th of December 1830, surrounded by territorial

tor". Simon Bolivar Palacios was born in Caracas, Ven

conflict and disunity, the Liberator died amid broken

ezuela, in territory then controlled by a Spanish empire

dreams.

seeking to rule over the people and extract the resources

Simon Bolivar stands as the first and most significant

ofAmerica. Bolivar would free a large part of the Amer

Latin American leader to call for the independence of

ican continent from Spanish control before reaching 40

the continent from Spanish colonial rule. Although the

years of age.

liberation of the northern half of Latin America over

Born to the upper classes, his upbringing was one of

shadows his numerous other accomplishments, to think

luxury and education; he enjoyed renowned tutors and

of Simon Bolivar as simply a liberator does not dojustice
to his role as a profound thinker and visionary. Bolivar

traveled through the American lands and Europe.
Bolivar developed under the influence of classic

envisioned a united Latin America, free from the eco

Greek and Roman philosophy, watching as a young man

nomic and political shackles of Europe, free to develop

the rise and crowning of Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte.

its own unique culture and to prove a powerful future

He developed republican ideals of constitutional and

adversary to the ever-expanding United States.

representative government, valuing the role of education
in democracy and the significance of representative gov
erning institutions.
In step with his education, he shunned the colonial
hold ofSpain�ver America at a young age.

photo courtesy ofusuarios.tycos.es

Simon Bolivar models a military uniform
during his struggle for liberty In South
America In the early 19th century.

However, like all wise men, Bolivar realized that each
region of the continent he freed must possess a govern
ment that best suited its social, political, and economic
· needs. Imposing arbitrary and foreign laws upon a na
tive population would further add to the injustice that

Bonaparte's appointment of his brother Jose as King

With the support of New Granada, Bolivar invaded

had devastated the continent since the beginning of the

of Spain precipitated a revolution against the French

Venezuela in 1813, entering the city of Merida and re

European invasion.

emperor on the Spanish peninsula that would be rep

ceiving for the first time the title of"Liberator" from its

licated in the American lands. Yet the struggle in the

people.

Simon Bolivar committed his Life to creating a Lat
in American identity, robust and proud, free from the

new world took on a different form: the struggle for in

Through the follo\ving years the battles for inde

dependence and liberty. In 1808, the governing council

pendence brought both victories and defeats, but Bo

self-hatred-producing culture and dogma of Northern
America and Europe.

in Caracas declared its independence from Spain, send

livar, securing the aid of people across the length of the

But beyond developing original government and

ing an already politically active Bolivar to England on a

American continent, achieved decisive victories in Ven

social systems, Simon Bolivar's greatness rested in his

diplomatic mission.

ewela. The northern lands ofSouth America were liber

willingness to sacrifice material possessions and earthly

Bolivar returned to Venewela in 181l,"the year in

ated, and Bolivar proceeded to aid General Jose de San

pleasures for the greater good of his people. He refused

which he gave his first public address calling for Ameri

Martin in the liberation of the southern parts of South

to accept the presidential salary because he believed it

can independence. The armed struggle for indepeadence

America.

would be better spent developing the infrastructure of

Bolivar quickly set to the task of creating the legisla

the ftedgling nations. All of his personal wealth was

tive bodies and institutions necessary for governance of

slowly spent on financing the revolutionary years of the

In 1812, Miranda conceded defeat, forcing Bolivar

the newly freed lands. He established or helped establish

struggle against the Spanish crown.

to escape to Cartagena. From New Granada (present

legislatures across America, writing the Constitution of

Tragically, Simon Bolivar died as a marginalized man

day Colombia), Bolivar wrote his famous "Manifesto

1826 and establishing the Congress of Panama, the first

in obscure poverty, and he saw his beloved homeland

de Cartagena," urging the diverse peoples of America

hemispheric body.

revert back to a state ofcorruption and misery that still

was underway, with Bolivar in its ranks and uncfer the
leadership of Francisco Miranda.

to unite behind the common struggle for independence.
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Bolivar dreamed of a united America, one and pow-
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plagues the continent of Latin America today.
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